varieties of false consciousness and the 'liberation' of the individual from 'internalized oppression' 3 . When finding confirmation of our own theories in the text we tend to forget that both Haley and Malcolm X were producing the Autobiography within a culture where these ideas were current and popular.
Third, there is what Eakin 4 calls the power of the 'autobiographical dream'. This is the collusion between reader and writer in which both assume that the story being told is finished and has unity. The autobiographical genre encourages the writer to speak about their own life as if it were over, as if the autobiography itself were not part of the life described and as if the author were 'outside the realm of lapsing time' 5 . And being complicit in the assumptions of the genre, the readers rarely question this stance. The problem, of course, is that the life of the author is not finished and that narrating any life from a point outside of time is impossible.
Given these considerations, it is unsurprising that authors past and present 6 have been tempted to read Malcolm X's identity straight from the pages of the Autobiography. I want to suggest, however, that if one is to draw conclusions about Malcolm X's identity from the autobiography, one needs to take a more critical stance towards the text. Accordingly, the first half of the present essay will examine how the Autobiography has been constructed, and in particular, the way in which Malcolm X and Haley make use of narrative resources. The second half of the essay shifts from conceiving of the Autobiography as a reflection of the life of Malcolm X to conceiving of it as an important part of the last years of his life. The concluding suggestion is that one can see in the Autobiography the actual process of Malcolm X's last transformation, namely his break with the Nation of Islam.
Metamorphosis: A narrative template
Narratives are not simply constructed out of the events to be reported. People use 'narrative templates' to aid in the creation and communication of narratives 7 . Narrative templates do not contain specific facts or events, rather they are abstract plot structures which shape many specific narratives -just like one baking tray gives shape to many loaves of bread. The narrative template that Malcolm X uses to construct his autobiography has variously been called a conversion narrative 8 and a metamorphosis narrative 9 . It is a classic narrative: a story of someone who has fallen, in a moral sense, and More specifically, in order to understand who Malcolm X 'really' was, I suggest that, instead of asking which identity is the 'real' Malcolm X, we should be focusing upon the tensions between these different facets of his complex personality.
Dialogical tensions & the 'real' Malcolm X
Although the autobiographical genre led Malcolm X to narrate a sequence of transitions, the evidence above suggests that Malcolm X, the author of the Autobiography, was in fact a composite of his former selves. What is interesting is how each former identity feeds into a new dialogical position within Malcolm X's dialogical self. Each social group has its own language and interests. In his trajectory through a complex social structure, Malcolm X appropriated a diversity of languages, which through him, entered into a creative and radical dialogue. In particular there was a tension between the tough-talking and militant side of Malcolm X and another more religious side.
Arguably, the former aspect came from his life as a hustler while the latter came from his life as a Minister. And although the Autobiography describes Malcolm X as transcending the former, one could argue that the hustler identity is essential to each of the later incarnations of Malcolm X.
One of the defining features of Malcolm X, compared to many other African-American leaders of the time, was that he talked tough and had an air of militancy. Considering his past as Detroit Red, it is no surprise that Malcolm X and not Martin Luther King (who grew up in a middle-class family) preached against non-violence. Had Malcolm X never been Detroit Red, it is likely that his stance would not have been so militant. It is this militant stance which Whites found so unsettling, which earned him media coverage, and which energized him fueling his motivation to rectify the injustice he perceived. This James 21 in 1890 wrote that the self is duplex, that it is both subject and object.
Selves are constituted in social interaction because it is in social interaction that we become aware of ourselves from the standpoint of others, that is to say, we become an object to ourselves by taking the perspective of others upon ourselves. story, he orients to us, and in orienting to us, he must try to reflect upon himself from our point of view. The act of self narration thus draws the author out of themselves, encouraging them to imagine themselves from the standpoint of the imagined audience. Actions which may have seemed unproblematic before suddenly need justification, and the story told takes on quite a different frame as compared to the story lived.
That the externality provided by the act of self-narration feeds into the developing identity is evident in relation to the Autobiography. For example, Malcolm X reveals that after narrating his relationship with his mother, for the Autobiography, he was preoccupied with thoughts about her (e.g., p. 20). She was in a mental hospital at the time and, realizing (through the narration) that he was unable to justify his neglect of her, he went to visit her. When considering the Autobiography in the context of Malcolm X's life, it is possible that the process of self-narration of the Autobiography had a significant impact on his developing personality. In the years during which Malcolm X produced his autobiography (1963) (1964) (1965) , he himself went through tremendous changes. He broke with the teachings of Elijah Muhammad, he left the Nation of Islam, he founded new organizations, he became an internationalist, he changed his views about White people and women, and he made overtures to more mainstream movements. Even for Malcolm X, this is a lot of change in a relatively short period of time. My speculation is that some of this change can be traced back to the autobiographical act of self-narration.
Of course it is difficult to make the argument that producing the Autobiography re-constituted the object (i.e., Malcolm X) that it was meant to describe. My aim in this brief chapter is not to make the argument conclusive,
but merely to open upon the possibility and in so doing to present a novel perspective on how we might read the Autobiography. Rather than reading it as a mirror of Malcolm X's life, I am suggesting that it be read as a an actual part of his life, and more than that, as a potentially transformative part. In other words, while reading the narrative we should be careful to avoid being completely seduced by it, and taking it to be an account of transformations past, rather we should remain open to the possibility that the narrative itself is a constitutive part of Malcolm X's ongoing transformation. In such a reading the description of the autobiographer begins to feedback into the actual personality of the autobiographer, thus shattering the 'autobiographical dream' and the illusion of the finished and unified personality.
